Abstract. This paper aims to investigate the curvature restricted geometric properties admitted by Melvin magnetic spacetime metric, a warped product metric with 1-dimensional fibre.
Introduction
We consider M as a connected and smooth manifold of dimension n(≥ 3), on which a semiReimannian metric g with signature (σ, n − σ), 0 ≤ σ ≤ n, is endowed. Then (M, g) is called an n-dimensional Reimannian (resp, Lorentzian) manifold if σ = 0 or n (resp, σ = 1 or n − 1).
The Levi Civita connection, the Riemann curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of M are respectively denoted by ∇, R, S and κ. We mention that a spacetime is a 4-dimensional connected Lorentzian manifold.
A stationary, cylindrically symmetric electrovac solution to Einstein-Maxwell system of equations in general relativity was obtained by Melvin [36] in 1964 and such solution is often referred as 'Melvin Magnetic Universe'. Physically, this spacetime describes a bundle of parallel magnetic lines of force which under their mutual gravitational attraction remain in equilibrium. It is interesting to note that such spacetime is not assymptotically flat and has not singularity but is geodesically complete. About an axis of symmetry the spacetime is invariant under rotation and translation, and also invariant under reflection in planes containing that axis or perpendicular to it. Moreover it admits four Killing vectors and Weyl conformal tensor is Petrov type D.
Melvin himself in [37] proved his spacetime to be stable against small radial perturbations.
Thorne [73] further showed the stability of such spacetime against any large perturbations and also suggested that this spacetime has a great value in the study of extragalactic sources of radio waves. In this paper we are really tempted to investigate the geometric structures of such magnetic spacetime.
The geometry of Melvin magnetic spacetime in cylindrical symmetry is described by the metric ds 2 = U , B 0 is the magnetic field at r = 0 axis. The Maxwell field is given by
The coordinates t, r, z and φ are respectively dimensionless time, radial, longitudinal and azimuthal angle. It is easy to see that for vanishing magnetic field, U B = 1 and the metric (1.1) reduces to the Minkowski metric in cylindrical coordinates. It may be noted that the metric (1.1) can be written as a warped product metric
where ). In the Weyl form an eletrovac or vacuum static, cylindrically symmetric metric can be written as
where ψ and λ are no-where vanishing smooth functions of r and z. We see that for ψ = 2λ = lnU B , the metric (1.1) is obtained from the metric (1.3). Thus we can see Melvin type metric in Weyl form as
In the literature of differential geometry, the notion of pseudosymmetry generalizes the notions of (local) symmetry (∇R = 0) and semisymmetry (R · R = 0 ) introduced by Cartan [4, 5] . Such a notion of pseudosymmetry has a great importance in the study of general relativity and cosmology due to its applications. Precisely, many spacetimes are pseudosymmetric. The extention of this notion to other curvature tensors are called pseudosymmetric type curvature conditions. By curvature restricted geometric structures of a manifold mean the structures arose due to restriction of covariant derivative(s) on various curvature tensors of that manifold. Again, the study of local symmetry has been extended to various concepts such as recurrency [39, 40, 41] , generalized recurrency [43, 49, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] , curvature 2-forms of recurrency [3, 30] , weakly symmetry [72] , Chaki pseudosymmetry [6] etc. our aim in this paper is to investigate such type of geometry by means of restriction on several curvature tensors of Melvin magnetic metric (1.1). We mention that Robertson-Walker spacetimes [2, 8, 24] , the warped products of 1-dimensional base and 3-dimensional fibre, are pseudosymmetric. Also Schwarzschild spacetime [29] , Robinson-Trautman spacetime [46] etc. are models of pseudosymmetric warped product spacetimes of 2-dimensional base and 2-dimensional fibre.
The curvature properties of an warped product metric have also been investigated in [55] Thus, it is worthy to investigate the geometric structures of a warped product spacetime like Melvin of 3-dimensional base and 1-dimensional fibre.
The planning of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the preliminaries of various curvature tensors and curvature restricted geometric structures. In section 3 we obtain the geometric structures of Melvin type metric (1.4) and also obtain the conditions for which it is conformally flat, pseudosymmetric and Roter type manifold. The curvature properties of Melvin magnetic spacetime have been determined in section 4 and it is shown that such metric is pseudosymmetric and has pseudosymmetric Maxwell tensor. Also the tensor C · R − R · C is lineraly dependent with Q(S, C) i.e., a generalized Einstein metric condition is satisfied on this spacetime. Moreover, it is 2-quasi-Einstein and Roter type. Finally we add some conclusion in section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section we will review the notations and definitions of various curvature tensors and some useful curvature restricted geometric structures. For this the endomorphisms U ∧ E V , R, C, P, W and K on M are respectively defined as [22, 51] 
∧ g and
where E is a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor, J is the Ricci operator defined by S(X, Y ) = g(X, J Y ) and throught this paper we consider X, Y , Z, Z i , U, V ∈ χ(M), the Lie algebra of all smooth vector fields on M. The Kulkarni-Nomizu product E ∧ F for two symmetric (0, 2) tensors E and F is defined by [14, 15, 16, 21, 26, 53 ]
Now we define the (0, 4)-tensor H corresponding to an endomorphism H(Z 1 , Z 2 ) on M as
Replacing H in above by C (resp., P, W, K and Z 1 ∧ g Z 2 ) one can easily obtain the conformal curvature tensor C (resp., the projective curvature tensor P , the concircular curvature tensor W , the conharmonic curvature tensor K and the Gaussian curvature tensor G). Let (M, g) be covered with a system of coordinate charts (U, x α ). Then the local components of the (0, 4)-tensors E ∧ F , R, C, P , W and K are written as
G abcd and
where Γ a bc are Christoffel symbols of 2nd kind,
, and the operation of the endomorphisms A(X, Y ) and X ∧ B Y on it give rise two (0, k + 2)-tensors A · T and Q(B, T ) [14, 16, 47, 49, 71] respectively given as
where
and B is a symmetric (0, 2) tensor. The local expressions of the tensors A · T and Q(B, T ) are then it is said to be T -semisymmetric due to A and said to be T -pseudosymmetric due to A if
If we replace A by R and T by R (resp., S, C, W and K ) in the above definition then we obtain semisymmetric (resp., Ricci, conformally, concircularly and conharmonically semisymmetric) and pseudosymmetric (resp., Ricci, conformally, concircularly and conharmonically pseudosymmetric) manifolds respectively. Also replacing A by C, W and K we obtain the corresponding pseudosymmetric type curvature conditions. Remark 2.1. 1. In T heorem 4.1 of [9] it was proved that every warped productM × fÑ with dimM = 1 and dimÑ = 3 satisfies
for some function L ′ C and Robertson-Walker spacetime [2, 8, 24 ] admits this property. 2. In T heorem 2 of [11] it was given that every warped productM × fÑ with dimM = 2 and dimÑ = 2 satisfies
for some function L ′ and Schwarzschild spacetime [29] , Robinson-Trautman spacetime [46] are examples of such warped products.
The manifold M is called a k-quasi-Einstein manifold if the rank of (S − αg) is k, 0 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1), for some scalar α. For k = 1 (resp., k = 0) the manifold is called quasi-Einstein (resp., Einstein) and the Ricci tensor locally takes the form [57, 58, 59 ]
where α, β are scalars and Π a are the components of the covector Π. Again on the class of non-quasi-Einstein manifolds, the notion of pseudo quasi-Einstein manifolds was introduced in [42] by decomposing the Ricci tensor
where γ is also a scalar and F ab are components of a trace free (0, 2)-tensor F such that
are the components of the covector δ, it is generalized quasi-Einstein due to Chaki [7] . We note 
, the ring of all smooth
it is Ein(3) (resp., Ein(2)) manifold.
We mention that Siklos spacetime [45] is Ein(2) while Lifshitz spacetime [65] is Ein(3). 17, 18, 20, 47, 50, 51, 66] ) If the tensor R of M can be expressed as
for some e i ∈ C ∞ (M), 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, then it is called generalized Roter type manifold. For e 2 = e 3 = e 6 = 0 it is Roter type manifold ( [13, 14, 19, 23, 27] ). 
where denotes the cyclic sum over Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , then it is said to be of cyclic parallel Ricci tensor (resp., Codazzi type Ricci tensor). 
where Π, Φ, Φ, Ψ and Ψ are covectors on M with local components Π a , Φ a , Φ a , Ψ a , and Ψ a respectively. In particular, if 
Replacing H by R, W , K, C and P we can define, respectively, Reimann compatibility, concircular compatibility, conharmonic compatibility, conformal compatibility and projective compatibility. 
and the 1-forms Λ (E)l ( [67] ) are recurrent if
for some covector Π. The non-zero values of the local componentsR abcd ,S ab ,K abcd andκ (upto symmetry) are
For every 3-dimensional manifold the conformal curvature tensor vanishes and henceC = 0 of (M ,ḡ). The values ofK abcd, α , (R ·R) abcdαβ and Q(ḡ,R) abcdαβ (upto symmetry) are
From (3.1) and (3.2) we get the following geometric properties for (M ,ḡ):
Theorem 3.1. The 3-dimensional base (M ,ḡ) admits the following geometric structures:
, it is quasi-Einstein, 3 . satisfies the Ein(2) condition S 2 + µ 1 S + µ 2 g = 0 for
4. if (f ′2 + 2f ′′ ) = 0 then the conharmonic tensor is recurrent with 1-form of recurrency
5. if (f ′2 + f ′′ ) = 0 then the Ricci 1-form is recurrent with 1-form of recurrency
The non-zero values (upto symmetry) of R abcd , S ab , κ and C abcd of the metric (1.4) are as follows: 
Proof. From the values of the non-zero components C ijkl the proof is obvious. . Then the metric (1.4) with such f (r) takes the form
of which conformal curvature tensor vanishes.
From above Lemma we get
The non-zero values (upto symmetry) of (R · R) abcdαβ and Q(g, R) abcdαβ are given by
From the above components we see that metric (1.4) is not pseudosymmetric but it is pseudosymmetric under certain condition.
Proof. We consider the endomorphism
Then by operating this endomorphism on the tensor R, we obtain the (0, 6)-
Using the values of the components R · R ijklmn , Q(g, R) ijklmn and putting L 
. This completes the proof. such that f (r) = ln(1 + r 2 ). Then the metric (1.4) with such f (r) takes the form
which is pseudosymmetric.
Again the non-zero components C abcd, α , (C · C) abcdαβ , Q(g, C) abcdαβ and Q(S, R) abcdαβ (upto symmetry) are given by
The values of the above components help us to obtain the following relations on U C :
The relation (3.3) shows that the metric (1.4) has pseudosymmetric Weyl tensor. Throughout this paper we consider the smooth functions L R , L C and L as defined respectively in Lemma 3.2, relation (3.3) and (3.4) . By a straightforward calculation the local components of the tensors g ∧ g, g ∧ S, g ∧ S 2 , S ∧ S and S ∧ S 2 can easily be computed. Now these tensors help us to decompose the tensor R as
. Now contracting the relation (3.5) we get
and L r is defined above. Further from the non-zero components C abcd and C abcd, α , on U C we obtain the curvature 2-forms of recurrency for conformal curvature tensor with 1-form of recurrency as
From relation (3.3)-(3.6) we can state the following:
Theorem 3.2. The metric (1.4) admits the following geometric structures on U C :
(i) it has pseudosymmetric Weyl conformal tensor,
(ii) it satisfies the pseudosymmetric type condition
(iii) it is generalized Roter type manifold, (iv) it is Ein(3) manifold, (v) its conformal 2-forms are recurrent.
Lemma 3.3. The metric (1.4) satisfies the Roter type condition on
Proof. Remark 2.2 of [25] states that a manifold (M, g), n ≥ 4, is Roter type on { x ∈ M : (C)
and satisfies the pseudosymmetric type condi- write the tensor R on U C for the metric (1.4) as
where µ is some function on U C and is given by
. . Corollary 3.1. Thus from T heorem 6.7 of [15] and by the Lemma 3.3, we obtain the condition rf ′′ +rf ′2 −f ′ = 0 as the sufficient condition of the metric (1.4) to realise the following geometric structures:
Melvin magnetic metric admitting geometric structures
It is easy to see that f (r) = ln(1 + (ii) it is pseudosymmetric and pseudosymmetric due to conformal curvature tensor i.e., satisfies the relations
iii) it also satisfies the following pseudosymmetric type curvature conditions i.e., Maxwell tensor of Melvin spacetime is pseudosymmetric type.
Conclusion
We have studied the curvature restricted geometric properties of Melvin magnetic spacetime, a warped product with 1-dimensional fibre, and found that it is non-semisymmetric pseudosymmetric warped product with 3-dimensional pseudosymmetric base. Also it is non-quasi-Einstein 
